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Kim moved to New York City for a job and to nurse a broken heart. Love was the last thing on her
mind. But after six months, she was ready to try again. The only thing she had to do was find a guy
to fit her very singular tastes. When Cash bought his grandfather's old brownstone, the last thing he
expected to find was the girl of his dreams. Kim was sweet, feisty, and sexy as hell. Everything you
could ask for in a woman. Only, she wasn't like other women.Their attraction was electric. The
passion undeniable.There was only one question left; can a kinky girl find true love with the guy next
door? Modern Girl's Guide to Kink is a fun, light look at kink. It is part of a series, but can be read as
a standalone contemporary romance with no cliffhangers and a guaranteed happily-ever-after.
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Modern Girlâ€™s Guide to Kind- By Gina Drayer. Wow, this is not what I expected to read and was I
pleasantly surprised. This was an awesome book, beginning to end. It is filled with excitement, sex,
intrigue and a little bit of mystery and of course some kinky sex but nothing over the top. A vanilla
guy meets a girl who belongs to a sex club called Club V. She thinks the only way she can have an

orgasm is if she is tied up or being hurt. Until she meetâ€™s Cash. Heavy sigh, as he is every
womanâ€™s dream man.I really, really loved this book and look forward to more of Ginaâ€™s
books. You did a Great job at keeping me interested and entertained. And I am an avid reader and
that is not easy to do. Five star read for sure. This is a great summer beach read.

This was a fantastic story, Kim and Cash are great together and the writing is crazy hot and erotic.
Loved the story line, pulled me in and I couldn't put it down. I so enjoyed this book and will be
reading it again.

Loved this story! It kind of reminded me of Ana and Christian with roles reversed LOL. I loved that
Cash was so taken with Kim that he was willing to try what she craved. Kim was scared about being
in a relationship with someone who was vanilla. She didn't know if a relationship could work if he
couldn't give her what she needed. This story was a great story about communicating with your
partner about your needs. You won't know what someone is willing to try and do for you, unless you
ask. The fear of rejection is tough, but the ability to find a true love is so worth it. I loved Kim and
Cash's journey. This was another great book in this series.

This was the third book in this series that I read. Character was mentioned in previous books and
her kink was only hinted at. This book takes youinto her attraction of her sexually "vanilla" athletic
hottie next door neighbor and their learning curve bonding process. Thought book was well written
with the understanding that I like this author's work.

I love all of the MGG series, but I actually think this one was my favorite. Cash was great, and is
probably my favorite man in the whole series. I liked all of the kinky elements and how they were
treated respectfully, yet were very very steamy. Because who doesn't want to have a nice, sweet
and super-sexy cowboy tie you up and have his way with you?

I for the most part enjoyed this book. I did have a few little issues but not much. I felt like some of
the story kinda dragged on. I was waiting for something exciting to happen and it never really did. I
also felt Kim was too standoffish and took a little too long to come around. And I wish the epilogue
was longer or farther ahead in the further. I wanted to know more. Lol I did however love Cash. He
was just an all around sweet genuine guy. All in all I did like the concept and over all story.

Writer brings a subject to the table I really wanted to see from the inside. Very good writing put
together very likeable characters and story. Wish it was a little longer. The last two chapters were
perfect! Thanks for this good read!

I thought the others in this series were okay. But this book was just bad. nothing about the
characters was interesting and the kink language seemed to come straight from fifty shades. I was
really disappointed.
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